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Research purpose
Study of the viability, pro- and antioxidant status of Plantago
major L. seedlings from the East Urals Radioactive Trace
(EURT) zone and from background sites.

Test sites
We collected seeds from three populations exposed to small
doses of ionizing radiation for a long time within EURT zone
(Fig. 1). Three background plots were located beyond the
zone of contamination.
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Figure 1

The East Urals Radioactive Trace (EURT) appeared in 1957
after the accident at the Mayak Production Association,
where a tank with radioactive waste exploded (Urals, Russia).
The main contaminant in the EURT is 90Sr. Additional
contamination of this zone occurred in 1967 as a result of the
wind transfer of radioactive sand from the shores of Lake
Karachay, which had been used as a reservoir for radioactive
wastes (with 137Cs being the main contaminant).
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Absorbed doze rates
Specific radioactivity in the soil, Bq/kg
(average and min-max)

Concentration ratios

Plot
239, 240

90Sr

137Cs

Backgr
ound

6.92 (2.0-12.95)

9.89 (3.656.5)

n.о.

0.108

EURT-1

24000 (404055200)

1010 (1763740)

103 (60-192)

19.1

Pu

90Sr

0.66
EURT-2

90900 (155271000)

4400 (13818500)

235 (47-399)

EURT-3

195000 (88300292000)

9860 (399017000)

514 (601350)

137Cs

0.054

239, 240

Absorbed
dose
rate, μGy/h*

Pu

0.0014
73.1

157.1

*Absorbed dose rate calculated including background radiation which equal to 0.1 μGy/h for the Ural region

Karimullina E., Mikhailovskaya L.N., Pozolotina V., Аntonova E. Radionuclide uptake and
dose assessment of 14 herbaceous species from the East-Ural Radioactive Trace area
using the ERICA Tool // Environmental Science and Pollution Research. 2018.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s11356-018-1544-y
Table 1
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Material and methods
Analyzed parameters:

Material

• Viability was estimated from the following
parameters: germination rate, seedling survival
rate, the proportion of seedlings with a true
leaf, and the length of roots.
• We analyzed the activities of antioxidant
enzymes:
Catalase (CAT), Peroxidase (POX),
Superoxide dismutase (SOD).
• Contents of lipid peroxidation products was
estimated by Malondialdehyde (MDA).
Detailed description of methods is presented in
our paper:
Shimalina N.S., Pozolotina V.N., Orekhova N.A.,
Antonova E.V. Assessment of Biological Effects in
Plantago major L. Seed Progeny in the Zone of
Impact from a Copper Smelter // Russian Journal of
Ecology. 2017. V. 48. № 6. P. 513–523.
https://doi.org/10.1134/S1067413617060108
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Collected in natural population
seeds were germinated in
laboratory experiment by a
roll culture method for 3 weeks.

For assessment of biochemical
parameters dried seedlings were used.

RESULTS

Viability of seed progenies of plants from different zones

* *

*

Significant differences with: * Background-2 and EURT-1 (Sheffe test, p=0.009, p=0.041);
* Background-1 and EURT-2 (Sheffe test, p=0.046); * Background-1 (Sheffe test, p=0.0098)

Germination rates and seedling survival rates were identical in all samples. In general,
strong dependence of seedlings viability from the radioactive contamination gradient was
not observed, but seedlings from EURT samples had decreased rates of root growth and
proportion of seedlings with true leaves.
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Figure 2

RESULTS

Biochemical characteristics of P. major seedlings
(median and 25% and 75% quartiles)

Zone

Population
Background-1

Background

Background-2

Background-3
EURT-1
EURT

EURT-2
EURT-3

Table 2

Enzyme activity

MDA, μmol/g
protein

SOD, AU/g
CAT, nkat/g POX, nkat/g
protein
protein
protein
65.2
102.0
4855
(59.9-153.2) (75.6-211.9) (4318-5177)
160.9
246.6
3943
(101.7-194.9) (182.7-289.3) (3393-4679)
94.7
148.1
4757
(73.5-111.0) (133.8-175.0) (4598-4897)
248.4
302.8
2829
(78.0-302.5) (65.8-345.6) (2343-5243)
359.3
357.9
2172
(257.1-501.3) (304.3-638.4) (771-3157)
396.9
432.5
2542
(66.8-449.6)
(4.9-550.6)
(911-5258)

33.9
(21.7-37.7)
39.3
(23.8-47.7)
16.0
(12.6-22.3)
73.5
(66.9-124.9)
40.3
(28.9-79.8)
60.0
(40.6-129.7)
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RESULTS

Biochemical characteristics of P. major seedlings
There were no significant differences of biochemical
parameters between background populations. The same was true
of differences between impact populations. Enzyme activities in
pooled samples from the EURT zone significantly differed from
those in background pooled samples (Table 2).

In the samples from EURT zone SOD and CAT activities were
significantly higher (200-270%, H =4.3-11.2, p <0.05), while POX
activity was lower (44 %; H =6.5, p <0.01).
MDA concentrations were significantly higher in EURT
samples (228 %; H =14.7, p <0.001).
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RESULTS

Analysis of Interrelation between pro- and antioxidant systems

Figure 3

In background samples correlation MDA with SOD was
significant (R= 0.62, p= 0.012), but correlation MDA with CAT
(R= 0.37, p= 0.061) and POX (R= -0.46, p= 0.086) was not
observed.
Correlation ratio (R=±0.97, p<0.0001 ) and correlation
strength between components of pro- and antioxidant
systems in impact samples was higher, than in background
samples (/b1/ (Background) < /b1/ (EURT)).
Furthermore, correlation vector changing was observed:
MDA level in seedlings from impact samples decreases with
increase of SOD and CAT activity, in contrast POX activity
increases with increase of MDA content.
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RESULTS

Analysis of interrelation between pro- and antioxidant systems

MDA/antioxidant enzyme ratio in P. major seedlings from impact and background populations: 1 –
Background-1; 2 – Background-2; 3 – Background-3; 4 – EURT-16; 5 – EURT-10; 6 – EURT-5.

Evaluation of the Integrated pro-antioxidant (PAI) index (MDA/(SOD+ CAT+POX) ratio)
revealed occurrence of the significant prooxidant shift in populations from EURT zone
(331%, H =24.8, p <0.001).
The comparison of the survival of the seed progeny and the value of the integral PAI showed
that in the background samples there was no significant correlation of these characteristics
(R = 0.42, p = 0.120). We revealed direct positive dependence of seedlings survival with PAI
(R = 0.78, p <0.001) in the samples from the radioactive contaminated zone (EURT).

Figure 4
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Conclusions
1) The rate of accumulation of secondary lipid peroxidation products
in seedlings from impact populations was 3.3 times greater than in
background samples under equal conditions of enzymatic protection.
2) Prooxidant shift in populations from EURT zone was revealed, and
the degree of prooxidant shift was not linear related to the level of
dose loads. Dose rates of Plantago major in the EURT zone belong to
the range of small doses, at which curves "dose-effect" are nonlinear.
3) There was no significant correlation of the seed progeny survival
rates with the integral PAI value in the background samples. We
revealed direct positive dependence of seedlings survival with PAI in
the samples from the radioactive contaminated zone.
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